
SELF-CARE CHALLENGE
CONNECT

A B O U T  T H E  C O N N E C T  P I L L A R

T H E  C H A L L E N G E

This week's challenge is a little different, inspired by the Connect-Four game we've created
a Social Connect-Four challenge. On the next page, we've listed several social

connection activities for you to try throughout the week. There are also "Your Choice"
spots for you to fill in with any social connection activities that are meaningful to you.

Use the Social Connect-Four grid on the next page to check off activities that you've
been able to accomplish. The goal: complete four activities in a row, column or
diagonal! We want this challenge to be fun, meaningful and stress-free! Do your best
throughout the week to see how many activities you can do. We even recommend you

team up with a friend to complete activities!

Additional challenge: play against a friend and take turns to complete an activity on
the Social Connect-Four grid, to see who can build the longest chain at the end of the

week. You can also team up and strategize with a friend! Every time you complete an
activity, check off the corresponding spot on the grid and share the updated grid with your

competition. 

Social connections improve our mental and physical health. These social
connections are now more important than ever as we go through this

pandemic. We hope that you can use this week's challenge to enhance your
connections with others.

“Connection is why we are here; it is what

gives purpose and meaning to our lives.” 

– Brene Brown
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Family board game night: Social connection is not limited to just friends! Spend some quality time with your family and
spice it up with a board game. Whether its monopoly, charades, or taboo, it's the bonding time that really counts...and the win
obviously.

Share a joke/meme with a friend: start your day off right with a joke or meme and send it to a friend!

Learn a new skill with a friend (e.g. learning a new language): now that a lot of us are at home, why not pick up a new
skill with a friend! This way, you can keep each other accountable and on schedule!

Send message of appreciation:  Send a personal message via text, call, or dm to a special friend to let them know you’re
thinking about them!

Google hangouts/zoom/skype crafts: if you wanted to do something peaceful yet creative, you can host a
hangouts/zoom/skype call where you and your friends follow a painting tutorial (e.g. Bob Ross painting tutorial). Not only is this
a calming and fun activity, but it unleashes your creative side!

Zoom Pet Cameo: Zoom call a friend and have your pet (or favourite houseplant)  make a guest appearance!

Cooking challenge with a friend: choose a recipe (easy or hard according to your liking) and challenge a friend to a cookoff!
Once your recipe is completed, share photos and compare!

Virtual coffee/tea hangout: when you’ve completed your work for the day, why not host a coffee/tea hangout session with
your friends!

Do an online fitness class with a friend: fitness classes can be intimidating, so make it less intimidating by completing a
class together! Keep each other motivated and accountable!

Create and share a study (or workout) playlist: since we are graduate students, we are working and studying...a lot. So,
why not create a study playlist that you and your friends can access and modify at any time.  Don’t let us stop you there! You
can create playlists for different study moods such as “I really need to concentrate”, “I need to study but I’m vibing really hard
with this music”, or “studying... but this music makes me feel like I’m on vacay”. OR create a workout playlist that will motivate
you to keep active!

Have a movie marathon: When you’re in the mood to binge watch a series of movies, why not do it virtually with your
friends. Choose a movie, click start at the same time, and then enjoy! Bonus: there is an extension on chrome called Netflix
party where you can simultaneously stream Netflix with your friends! Oh and did you know that it comes with a chat
window….?

Play a game over facebook: we all might think facebook is outdated and so 2005, BUT there are some awesome online
games over facebook that you can play! For example, you can partner up with a friend and play UNO. Did we mention that you
can play against people around the world? Nothing beats UNO!

S O C I A L  C O N N E C T - F O U R  L E G E N D

“Connection is why we are here; it is what

gives purpose and meaning to our lives.” 

– Brene Brown
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“Sleep is that golden chain that binds

health and our bodies together.”

―Thomas Dekker
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